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SHARE
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REMINDERS
●

Please keep yourself muted
throughout this Webinar

●

There are designated Q & A
breaks where you can ask
questions.

●

Please send District
Specific Questions by
requesting help in
Evaluations or any other
SDS applications

●

Please send Generic
Questions via chat to
the organizers
throughout this session

Click the mute icon to mute
yourself when not speaking. If an
audio call only, use your mute
features on your phone.

Select the chat
bubble, type in
your question, and
hit send
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REMINDERS
●

During this Webinar we will be using a combination of these slides and a live
database. We have put in extra resources and tips in the slides for documentation
purposes and to leave you with a tool to use in the future.

●

After this Webinar is complete, we will send the recording of the Webinar as well as
the answers to your chat questions. We also will be sending a survey to get your
feedback as we are always wanting to hear from our districts in order to guide future
Webinars.

●

This Webinar will be posted in the Help Center for your future use.
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Welcome to Evaluators - End of Year - Tips and Tricks
Targets:
✧ Collecting Evidence
✧ Focused vs. Comprehensive Evaluation
✧ Reviewing Evidence & Rating Final Criterion
✧ Finalize the Final Evaluation
✧ Collecting Building/District Wide Summary Reports
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End of Year:
Collecting Evidence

▪
▪
▪
▪

Collecting Notes
Loading Files
Identifying Weblinks
Creating Charts

… to help teachers identify goal
achievement!
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END OF YEAR: Collecting and Reviewing Evidence
Once logged into Homeroom, navigate to Evaluations by
selecting the Evaluations V2 icon:
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
As an evaluator, select your Evaluatee’s magnifying glass
to open up their task list:

In the task list, select “Evaluator Evidence”
to upload evidence:
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
Once the Evaluator Evidence Task is selected, you have the option of adding
notes, files, web links, and/or charts as evidence.
Adding Notes:

Adding Weblinks:

Adding Files:
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
Once the Evaluator Evidence Task is selected, you have the
option of adding notes, files, web links, and/or charts as
evidence.
Adding Charts:
●

Chart Evidence #1 - Student Growth Chart
Step 1) Select the chart icon next to the charts section.
Step 2) Enter Inputs
○ Input the student group
○ Input the 2 assessments
○ Select Render
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #1 - Student Growth Chart (conti.)
○ Your chart will then display!

TIP:
By clicking on a tile, you will see
a list of students who met that
criteria. You can selected
students on the student picker
pop up to put them in a group.

TIP:
Green = students who went up
in levels
Red = Students who went down
in levels
White = students who stayed at
the same level
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #1 - Student Growth Chart (conti.)
○ Select Action/Save to save your chart as evidence
○ It will automatically be added to your “Evaluator Evidence Task”
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #2 - Annual Performance Level % on multiple assessments,
as a cohort
Step 1) Select the plus icon next to the charts section.

TIP:
When clicking Launch Chart Manager, it
may say you do not have permissions.
Homeroom and Evaluation permissions
are separate from our other application
permissions. Please contact your District
Admin or CS rep to request access.

Step 2) Select Launch Chart Manager
(unless you have the chart
previously saved)
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #2 - Annual Performance Level % on multiple assessments,
as a cohort
Step 3) Select “Create New Chart” then follow these selections..

TIP:
To get to your favorite charts
faster, click the “ Heart” icon to
favorite your charts, the chart
will then be saved to easily
access later in the “My Charts”
section of the App..
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #2 (conti.) - Annual Performance Level % on multiple assessments, as
a cohort
Step 4)
TIP:
A cohort indicates that ALL
○ Input the student group
students have taken ALL
assessments specified. Click on
○ Input the assessments you’d like to see growth on
the tiles and the list of students
○ Select Render
will appear.
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
●

Chart Evidence #2 (conti.) - Annual Performance Level % on multiple assessments, as a
cohort
Step 5) Select save and name, then
navigate back to Evaluations using
the icon.

Step 6) Select your chart, and it will
be added to your evaluator evidence!
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
Associating Evidence to Criteria:
Once you’ve attached your evidence, you can then associate them to criteria.
Step 1) Select the pencil icon >> edit

Step 3) Select the Criteria

Step 2) Click “Select” under Evaluation Criteria
TIP:
When associating criteria, you
can enter in notes to the
description or the notes area for
your evaluatee!
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence
Associating Evidence to Criteria:
Once you’ve attached your evidence, you can then associate them to criteria.
Step 4) You will now see your evidence associated to criterion!

TIP:
When associating criteria, you
can select multiple criteria and it
will display under each Criterion
Evidence Section on the End of
year Summary!
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Evidence

Chat Comments and Reflections
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End of Year:
Focused vs.
Comprehensive Evaluation
▪ Focused & Comprehensive:
what’s the difference?
▪ What if Position Level doesn’t
match how the Evaluatee is being
evaluated?
○ Why change it?
○ Ramifications?
▪ How to change Position Level
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END OF YEAR: Focused vs. Comprehensive Evaluation
Focused

Focused
(ie a non-comprehensive Final
Evaluation)
Option was designed to meet WA State
requirements, however, they can also be
used to print/display only the desired
criterion. Displayed in blue.
Comprehensive

Comprehensive
(Comprehensive Final Evaluation)
pre-setup with a Position Level and
provides on the Final Evaluation/ Summary
the necessary summative options for WA
State. Displayed in red.
TIP: Setup correctly for each
type, this is how it should look on
the Summary/Final Evaluation
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END OF YEAR: Focused vs. Comprehensive Evaluation
What if the Position Level doesn’t match how the Evaluatee is being evaluated?
Why change the Position Level?
1.
2.
3.

So it will correctly reflect on all printouts for that Evaluatee
On the Final Evaluation/Summary the correct calculation options will be provided
So when the school year rolls from year to year, the Evaluatee is systematically ‘promoted’ correctly to the next position level
(this is a district configuration setting).

This far into the year, what happens if I change the Position Level?
Since each Position Level (ie Teacher - Focus Year 1) is given a pre-set list of tasks, when the the Position Level is updated this is what
happens systematically to the task list:
●
●
●

1st: Tasks from the OLD position level that were EDITED are made 'not required' & tagged with the old position level name
2nd: Tasks from the OLD position level that were NEVER EDITED are removed.
3rd: Tasks from the NEW position level are added to the task list.
TIP: Send in a ticket to
support@schooldata.net
if you need assistance or
contact your district’s
Evaluations rep.

TIP: if this created duplicate tasks, this is sometimes an unavoidable situation
due to many variables and the process to which to prevent loss of data. Using
the Import Task Info option from the settings/gear icon, old tasks can be
imported into the new tasks and then old (unrequired) tasks can be deleted.

Click here to learn how to use the Import Task Info option
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END OF YEAR: Focused vs. Comprehensive Evaluation
Changing an Evaluatee’s Position Level*
Step 1) go to the Evaluations Dashboard
Step 2) click the pencil icon next to the Evaluatee
Step 3) from the Position Level dropdown select the new one
Step 4) On the warning message, click Yes, Continue
Step 5) Click OK
Example list of Position Levels

*If you are unsure, check with your Homeroom/Evaluations Data Admin or contact support@schooldata.net
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END OF YEAR: What to have completed before moving
to Final Evaluation Summary
❏

Evaluator Evidence is uploaded and associated to criterion

❏

Observation notes used for evidence are associated to criterion

❏

Evaluatee is given the proper Position Level (Comprehensive or Focused)
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End of Year:
Preparing the Final
Summative Evaluation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Accessing the Final Evaluation
How to mark focus
How to change display
Reviewing Evidence
District defined rating range
suggestions
▪ Entering Criterion/Domain notes
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END OF YEAR: Accessing the Final Evaluation
In the task list, select “Final Evaluation” (or maybe your district
has another name). Then click ‘Open Observation’, this will
navigate you to the Summary section:

Or, go directly to the Summary section:
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END OF YEAR: How to Mark Focus
Focused - marking which criteria are focus is easy...
Click on each grey corner for the criterion to identify it as part of the focus. As each is clicked, the corner mark will turn
blue. This process only has to be done once per Evaluatee and it will persist for the school year.

TIP: If focus is a Criterion that doesn’t
have student growth already included,
don’t forget to mark them too.
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END OF YEAR: How to change the display
To change the view so it only displays focus criterion:
On the Summary, click the gear icon and choose
‘Show only Focused/Required Criteria’

On an Observation task, click the gear icon and
choose ‘Show only Focused/Required Criteria’
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END OF YEAR: Preparing the Final Summative Evaluation
Comprehensive - Criteria are already pre-selected...
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END OF YEAR: Reviewing Evidence
Reviewing evidence - expand a criterion and click the ‘Evidence’ link
On the Evidence pop-up, any files, charts, or notes attached to that criterion will be listed.

TIP: click the Evidence
link on the overall
criterion to open all
criterion components for
that criterion
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END OF YEAR: Reviewing Evidence
Notes, weblinks, files, & charts associated to criterion are displayed …
… along with any previous Observation ratings, if selected.
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END OF YEAR: Rating the Final Criterion
Selecting a performance level/rating
Click on an empty box under the ‘Final Evaluation’ column, select a performance
level in the dropdown that appears.

Repeat this for each of the criterion components (1.1, 1.2, etc) related to the
Criterion currently being rated.
When completed, exit the Evidence screen by clicking Done.
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END OF YEAR: Rating the Final Criterion

TIP: If user navigates away from the
Summary before using the suggestion, to
have the suggestion reappear deselect
and reselect a criterion component.

District rating range suggestions
When Criterion/Domain rating ranges are setup for the district (Ex: Criterion 1 - 8),
suggestions will display along the side when ALL criterion/domain components (ie 1.1,
1.2, etc) have a rating selected.

The Evaluator has the choice:
● accept the suggestion, it will become the selected rating for that criterion/domain
● dismiss (or ignore) the suggestion and select their own rating for that
criterion/domain
Repeat the cycle of Evidence review for the next set of criterion/domain.
Suggestions for the ‘main’ criterion/domain (example: Criterion 1) are based on a
range per criterion that is customizable by district.
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END OF YEAR: Rating the Final Criterion
Entering final criterion notes (optional)
Click click the paper icon to the right of the performance level rating.
On the pop-up box enter any final criterion notes desired for the selected
criterion; click Save. Repeat this for any other criterion that notes are needed.

TIP: these notes will
display on the printout
using ‘Show Final Notes’
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End of Year:
Finalizing the Final
Evaluation
▪ WA State Logic for Summative
rating suggestions:
Comprehensive vs. Focused
▪ Entering Final Overall notes
▪ Printing
▪ Sharing/Marking Complete
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation
Summative rating suggestions - Comprehensive
Suggestions at the bottom are hard coded based on WA State logic* (see charts below)
●

TIP: The Evaluator has the choice:
●
ACCEPT the suggestion, it will
become the selected rating
●
DISMISS (or IGNORE) the suggestion
and select their own

When a rating is selected for: Criterion 1 - 8 and student growth criterion:
○ 1st: suggestions are made for Preliminary Summative and Student Growth Impact.
○ 2nd: When accepted or selections made, a Final Summative Rating is suggested.
■ If needed, corresponding Require Student Growth Inquiry and Require Plan
of Improvement are suggested.
WA State logic

TIP: If the user navigates away from the
Summary before using a suggestion, to have
the suggestion reappear deselect and
reselect a criterion component.
* Link to Framework Summative supporting documentation: https://sdshelpdesk.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000524788
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation
Summative rating suggestions - Focused (non-comprehensive)
Suggestions at the bottom are hard coded based on WA State logic (see grey box on right)*.
●

WA State logic

The Criterion that is selected as the Evaluatee’s focus, when it is given a rating the Final
Summative Rating is suggested with the same rating.

The Evaluator has the choice:
● accept the suggestion, it will become the selected rating
● dismiss (or ignore) the suggestion and select their own rating

TIP: Only if the district has been
using SDS Evaluations for one or
more years might the ‘Most Recent
Comprehensive Rating’ display. This
feature was added to assist WA State
logic (per WAC 392-191A).

* Link to Framework Summative supporting documentation: https://sdshelpdesk.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000524788
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation
Entering summative notes (optional)
Click the pencil icon next to the Evaluator
Notes box, which is displayed to the left of the
summative evaluation section.
On the pop-up box enter any final overall
notes desired; click Save.

TIP: these notes will
display on the printout
using ‘Show Final Notes’
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation
Printing
Click the gear icon and select ‘Print Evaluation
Summary’
The pop-up that appears allows the Evaluator to
determine how much or how little of the Summary
to include.
When selections are made, click Download PDF
Inside of the application a notification will provide
a way to download a PDF and an email is sent.
TIP: To print only the ‘main criterion’ (Criterion 1) of
the Final Evaluation and notes associated:
●
deselect all, but leave ‘Show Final Notes’
To include ‘sub criterion’ (1.1, 1.2, etc):
●
also select ‘Show Criterion Components’
To include only Focused criteria:
●
select ‘Show Only Focused/Required Criteria’
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation
Sharing/Marking Complete
Click the gear icon and select:
●

‘Share w/ Evaluatee?’ - to share prior to
marking complete; the Evaluatee will be
sent an email.

●

‘Mark final complete?’ - to share and
mark complete. Marking complete
makes the task ‘read-only’ and the
Evaluatee will be sent an email.

Evaluatee receives an email, providing a
link for them to get logged in to view it.
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END OF YEAR: Finalizing the Final Evaluation

Chat Comments and Reflections
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End of year:
Collecting
Building/District Wide
Summary Reports
▪ Performance Level Chart
▪ Data Extracts
○ Evaluation Criteria by
Task Template
○ Evaluation Task
Completion
○ Evaluation Year
Summaries
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Chart #1 - Evaluation Performance Level Counts by
Criterion Chart
Purpose:
This chart displays the counts of each performance level, in each
criterion, for the selected evaluation task template.
Ideas for District Use:
1.

2.
3.

Calibration amongst principals of evidence they are
looking for and how they are scoring each sub-criterion.
○ If one building is getting a lot of Distinguished ratings
in a certain area, working with them to help replicate
in other schools.
To celebrate strengths of the staff and/or identify positive
growth as a result of target PD.
Potentially identifying areas where we could focus
professional development, either due to lower or ‘inflated’
ratings in certain areas.

TIP:
Use this chart to see how your
teachers did on their first
observation throughout the
building!
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Chart #1 (conti.) - Evaluation Performance level Counts by Criterion Chart
Directions:
To access the Chart in the charts App:

TIP:
To get to your favorite charts
faster, click the “ Heart” icon to
favorite your charts, the chart
will then be saved to easily
access later in the “My Charts”
section of the App..

To create the Chart:

TIP:
Leave the school field blank to
show district wide data.
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Chart #1 (conti.) - Evaluation Performance level Counts by Criterion Chart
Once the chart has been rendered, you have options to save the chart or download it. If saved, the charts and it's
selections will then be available in the My Charts on the left panel of the Charts Application
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
The next 3 downloads of evaluation data are found in Homeroom.
Once in homeroom navigate to the Data Extracts Widget from your Dashboard.
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #1 - Evaluation Criteria by
Task Template
Purpose
The Evaluation Criteria By Task Template extract
allows the user to download a spreadsheet of the
Performance Levels selected and Focus selected for
an Evaluatee of the selected task template. Only
tasks that have been marked complete will be
included.
** This Data Extract is only listed for the following
types of users
▪ Evaluations Data Administrators
▪ Evaluators - only provides data for their
evaluatees
▪ Evaluation Monitors

Step 1)

Step 2)
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #1 (conti.) - Evaluation Criteria by Task Template

Tip: Tabs will display for each position level if
task is used for multiple positions

Criterion for selected position levels. Also
includes if it was focused or not.
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #2 - Evaluation Task
Completion
Purpose
The Evaluation Task Completion extract allows the user to
download a spreadsheet of Tasks that provides due dates,
Yes/No if a task is marked complete, and required/not
required of a task.

Step 1)

TIP:
Great for seeing at a glance if
majority of selected tasks have
been completed or not!
throughout the year

This type of information can help the Evaluator or other staff
monitor progress if needed.
** This Data Extract is only listed for the following types of
users
▪ Evaluations Data Administrators
▪ Evaluators - only provides data for their
evaluatees
▪ Evaluation Monitors

Step 2)
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #2 (conti.) - Evaluation Task Completion
Includes: task name, completed, required,
and past due or not
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #3 - Evaluation Year Summaries
Purpose
The Evaluation Year Summaries extract allows you to
download a spreadsheet of summary data for Evaluations
from a selected year.
** This Data Extract is only listed for the following types of
users
▪ Evaluations Data Administrators
▪ Evaluators - only provides data for their
evaluatees
▪ Evaluation Monitors

Step 1)

Step 2)
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END OF YEAR: Collecting Building/District Wide Summary
Reports
Data Extract #3 (conti.) - Evaluation Year Summaries/Final Evaluation Data
Basic Information including task count summary of late/required/completed

TIP:
Use this spreadsheet to
provide to HR for State
Reporting purposes.

Final Summary Criterion

Final Ratings and requirements for next year
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Resources
WA State Legislative documentation:
● Teacher: http://app.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=392-191A-120
● Principals: http://app.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=392-191A-190
OSPI Documentation: http://www.k12.wa.us/TPEP/Frameworks/default.aspx
Idaho Teachers:
https://www.sde.idaho.gov/federal-programs/ed-effectiveness/files/effective-teachers/Teach
er-Evaluations-Checklist.pdf
Idaho Principals:
https://www.sde.idaho.gov/federal-programs/ed-effectiveness/shared/Principal-Evaluation-P
rocess-Resources.pdf
SDS Help Center: https://sdshelpdesk.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000524788
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REMINDERS
If you need any help at all, please contact your Customer Support Rep by simply clicking on the Help icon and request
help, in the upper right hand corner of Homeroom.
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Thank you for joining
us!
For additional comments or questions,
please request help from your CS rep or
contact us at support@schooldata.net

Q & A Session - Evaluations Tips and Tricks
●
●

Announce yourself when you speak during this Q & A session
Minimize background noise & speaker sound to prevent looping sounds when
speaking. Use of headset or turning down volume helps
Please click the mute icon to mute
yourself when not speaking. If an
audio call only, use your mute
features on your phone.
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